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Fierabras and the Chanson de Roland: 

An Intertextual diptych 

Marianne J. Ailes 
Wadham College, Oxford 

Paul Zumthor, analysing intertextuality in chansons de geste, suggests 
a concept of ' model' which is largely non-text-specific and includes more 
abstract echoes of a tradition. I . For Dominique Boutet much of the 
intertextuality of chansons de gesie is based on tradition or cliche and 
intertextuality is closely linked to the use, sometimes parodic, of 
stereotypes and standard structures while some texts stand out as being 
more text-specific in their references.' Jehan de Lanson is pronounced to 
be exceptional in the way it imitates specific texts: ' aucune autre chanson 
ne nous semble aller aussi loin dans cette pratique' .' 

One of the texts most used by the author of Jehan de Lanson is 
Fierabras . [n Boutet's words 'Jehan imite Fierabras et Ie montre" 
Specific references in Jehan de Lanson to the battle of Morimond and to 
Roland 's quarrel with Charlemagne at the beginning of Fierabras , 
references which are otherwise gratuitous, are seen by Boutet as being 
there in order to draw attention to the intertext. ' However, as Boutet 
points out, the reason that Jehan de Lanson seems to be peculiar in the 
way the intertext is used is perhaps because 'on manque d'etudes de 
detail sur ce point" We do have many studies which set out to show that 
one text is referring to another, but often the purpose of the study is to 
deal with the technical issue of relative dating, rather than the question of 
the literary use of the intertext. Indeed my own interest in the use of the 
Chanson de Roland in Fierabras originated in my attempts to establish a 
date for Fierabras .' Useful and important though such work is there is 
much more to be done. Reading a text with an awareness of the intertext, 
when there is one, can alter our whole perception of the text' Fierabras 
is rich in its use of the intertext, not only as literary tradition, using 
stereotypes for which, in one sense, the whole genre is the intertext, the 
' model ' being the virtual intertext, but also with reference to specific 
texts· The first part of my diptych is an analysis of how the Fierabras 
poet uses the material of one specific intertext, the Chanson de Roland. 
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Then, in the second part of the diptych I will look at what the use of the 
Roland material in Fierabras can tell us about the reception of the 
Chanson de Roland at the end of the twelfth century. 

The narrative of Fierabras is not particularly complex. Oliver has 
been wounded in the battle before Morimond. Fierabras, who, it later 
transpires, is the son of the Saracen Emir Balan, challenges the French, 
calling for one of the peers to come out to fight him in single combat. 
Roland refuses to answer the challenge because Charlemagne had praised 
the prowess of the older men, who had come to the rescue of the younger 
knights in the preceding battfe. The wounded Oliver responds to the 
challenge and, with the help of a sacred balm he takes from Fierabras 
which heals his wounds, defeats the noble Saracen, who is converted. A 
pagan ambush then takes Oliver prisoner with four other peers. They are 
taken to Balan at Aigremore and imprisoned. Later, Floripas, Fierabras' 
sister, tricks her father into giving them into her care. We learn that she 
has fallen in love with Gui de Bourgogne. Meanwhile the remaining 
peers have been sent by Charlemagne to Balan to ask for the release of 
the prisoners and the surrender of certain relics of Christ's passion which 
Balan holds. The peers, on the way, encounter messengers sent by Balan 
to Charlemagne, fight and defeat them. The peers trick their way across 
the bridge of Mautrible, which is guarded by a giant. On their arrival at 
Balan's stronghold of Aigremore they are imprisoned by Balan with their 
companions. The peers, egged on by Floripas, proceed to eject the pagans 
from their own castle. The pagans then besiege Aigremore. After several 
sorties the peers send Richard de Norrnandie to Charlemagne who returns 
to rescue the peers. Balan is defeated, refuses to be baptised, and is 
killed. Floripas is baptised and married to Gui, who will hold Balan's 
lands with Fierabras. The relics are divided among various churches and 
everyone, it is assumed, will live happily - but not happily ever after, for 
we are reminded that three years later Ganelon will betray the peers at 
Roncevaux. 

This is, in essence, the story. The last reference to Roncevaux is not 
the only one. On two occasions, once at the beginning of the chanson 
(11 .292-96) and once at the end (11.6207-15) we are told that the events 
related took place three years before Roncevaux, situating the events of 
the narrative in fictional timeW 

These, and other references to what happened at Roncevaux also serve 
the same purpose as the references to Fierabras highlighted by Boutet in 
Jehan de Lanson; they make us aware of the text referred to, here the 
Chanson de Roland. as a conscious intertext. There are also other, less 
distinctive, parallels. Ogier is anxious for their reputation and keen that 
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no bad song be sung about them: "Gardes male canchons n'en soit de 
nous cantee" ("Let no bad song be sung about us"; 5351)." This may, 
however, be seen as a generic cliche, and no more significant than the 
fact that Fierabras offers his sister to Oliver (11.1317-18) as, in MSS PTL 
of the Rhymed Roland, Pinabel offers his daughter to Tierri.12 

Roland's famous line is reversed when uttered by Balan, the Saracen 
Emir: "II ont tort et nous droit, Franyois seront mate" ("They are wrong 
and we are right; the French will be defeated"; 5405). Compare the well
known lines from the Roland: "Paien unt tort e chrestlens unt dreit", 
("The pagans are wrong and the Christians are right"; 1015)13 and "Nos 
avum dreit, mais cist glutun unt tort"("We are right but these wretches are 
wrong"; 1212). Coming from a Saracen this has the power to disturb, but 
illustrates also the tendency to see the Saracens as mirror images of 
themselves. 

The literary use of the Roland· is perhaps most clearly seen in the 
depiction and narrative role of Ganelon. We are reminded on a number of 
occasions that Ganelon will be a traitor and at times both Ganelon and 
other members of his clan act in a despicable manner. Fierabras as we 
now have it can de divided into two sections; the first 1500 lines or so, to 
the end of the combat between Oliver and Fierabras, appear to have come 
from the older, now lost chanson, sometimes, inappropriately, called 
Balan, more appropriately Rome perdue et reconquise. 14 At the 
beginning of Fierabras, within the section which retains the matter from 
the lost chanson, Hardre and Ganelon urge Charlemagne to accept 
Oliver's offer to fight Fierabras, knowing that in his wounded state he is 
unlikely to win: 

297"Sire, dist Guenelons, .i . poi nous entendes: 
Vous nous aves en FranGe .i. jugement donne, 
Que ce que Ii doijugent, puis k' i I'ont am·eme, 
Aler estuet Ie tierc, ensi I'ont creante; 
Nousjujon Olivier, si I'avons esgarde, 
Qu'il fera la bataille au paien deffae." 

[ "My lord, " said Ganelon, "Listen to me a moment; you gave a 
judgement in France that whatever two of us decide, provided 
they confirm it, then the third must go; this was approved. We 
judge Oliver and have decided thai he will fight the infidel 
pagan. "] 

The king, powerless, berates Ganelon. He goes on to say that if Oliver 
does not come back alive he will have Ganelon hanged or burned alive. 
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Ganelon, nevertheless, hopes Oliver will not come back alive: 

315 Puis dist entre ses dens, coiement Ii cele: 
"Ja Damedius ne plaice, Ie roi de majeste, 
Qu'il puisse repairier, si ait Ie chief caupe." 

[Then he said between his teeth, secretly, in an aside, "May it 
not please God, the King of majesty, that he should return; may 
his head be cut off "] 

Charlemagne calls him a traitor (1.320). This is Ganelon as we expect 
him to behave. In the second part of the poem, however, after the combat 
scene, the character of Ganelon is developed. He is still the man who will 
later betray the peers - he is at one point referred to as referred to as 
'Guenes Ii losengiers (1.4557). He still gives bad advice - when it will 
harm the peers. Before Richard de Norrnandie arrives back at 
Charlemagne's camp to ask for help Charlemagne is in such despair that 
he offers to give up his crown and Ganelon advises returning to France 
leaving the peers to their fate, rather as he advises a return to France in 
the Chanson de Roland: 

4409 "Baron, dist l'emperere, quel conseil me donnes? 
Perdu ai mes barons, moult en sui abosmes, 
Moult en sui afoiblis et mes pris avilles; 
Je vous rent la couronne dont je sui couronnes: 
Jamaisjour de rna vie n'en tenrai I'irete." 
Quant Fran,ois I'entendirent, e les vous effraes. 
Guenelon en ajoie, qui qu'en soit adoles; 
II apela Karlon, tost fu araisonnes: 
"Sire drois emperere, envers moi entendes, 
Je vous donrai conseil par droite loiautes; 
Faites oster vos loges et destendre vos tres, 
Isnelement et tost soit cascus aprestes, 
As muls et as soumiers soit Ii avo irs trouses. 
Le mati net, a I'aube, au retour vaus metes, 
Que moult est Ii barn ages travellies et penes ... " 

["My lords ", said the emperor, "What advice do you give me? I 
am in great distress. I have lost my barons. I am greatly 
weakened and my honour decreased by this. I give back to you 
the crown with which I was crowned. never again in my life will I 
hold this inheritance." When the French heard this, they were 
most alarmed. Ganelon was filled with joy, no malter who felt in 
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despair. He called the king and immediately addressed the 
malter. "My rightful lord and emperor, listen to me; I give you 
advice in sincere loyalty. Take down your tents and strike camp. 
Let everyone at once get ready. Let your goods he strapped upon 
mules and pack-horses. In the morning, at dawn, set out for 
home,for the nobility are very tired and weary. .. ") 

7 

In the Roland the idea that the French have had enough of fighting is 
implied by Blancadrin when he says to Marsile that "En ceste tere ad asez 
osteiet" ("He has waged war long enough in this land"; \.35), but is 
nowhere made explicit. In Fierahras there follows a debate which ends in 
a brawl between Renier de Genes, father of Oliver and the family of 
Grifon d'Hautefeuille, including Ganelon. The poet reminds us that the 
whole of this family are traitors (11.4455-59), This disagreement is 
resolved only through the intervention of Fierabras; then Charlemagne 
finally manages to reassert his authority and the family of Ganelon 
submit to Charlemagne. But the debate continues, with Grifon 
d'Hautefeuille, using arguments which echo the earlier words of Ganelon 
and again recall those of Ganelon in the Chanson de Roland, temporarily 
persuading Charlemagne to return to France: 

4537 Dist Grifon d'Autefuelle: "Je ai l"e poil melle, 
Bien deveront mi dit estre cremu et redoute; 
Je et Guenes mes fiex vous avons moult arne; 
Ki que n'ait sa parole et son conseilloe, 
Du retorner ariere a boin conseil donne. 
Trop avons ore ici longuement converse; 
Trestous me deut Ii cors de mon hauberc porter; 
Franyois sont moult forment travillie et pene. 
Mais ains c'aies en Franche seul .xx. ans converse, 
Seront grant Ii enfant qui or sont novel ne; 
Moult seront grant Ii ost quant seront assamble. 
Lors porrons bien par force conquerre Ie regn", 
Si vengerons Rollant, que tant avons arne, 
Et les autre barons qui sont mort et fine." 
Quant Karles l' entendi, s'a de pite ploure. 
Lil ont Ii trattour Karlemaine encante; 
Le retourner ariere leur a acreante . 

[Grifon d'Hautefeuille said, "I am going grey. My words should 
he respected and feared. My son Ganelon and 1 have loved you 
dearly. He who praised his word and advice to you to return 
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home gave good advice. We have spent too long here. My body 
has worn my hauberk too much. The French are very tired and 
weary. By the time we have been in France for twenty years the 
children who are new-born now will have grown up; they will 
make a great army when they have gathered together. Then we 
will be able to conquer the .kingdom through force and we will 
avenge Roland, whom we loved so much, and the other barons 
who are dead and gone. " When Charlemagne heard this he cried 
with sorrow. There did the traitors bewitch Charlemagne. He 
agreed to turn back.] 

It is only the arrival of Richard de Normandie, with news of the peers, 
which saves the day and prevents their return to France. 

But if Ganelon wishes to harm the peers he does not, it seems, wis.h to 
harm the emperor. Not only does he· not encourage Charlemagne in his 
offer to give up the crown but later he opposes his family when 
Charlemagne, on his way to rescue the peers, is trapped in the Saracen 
town of Mautrible. The traitors wish to leave him there and return 10 
France to crown Grifon d'Hautefeilie king. Ganelon, with the converted 
Fierabras, leads the attack to rescue the emperor. 

Later Ganelon is chosen to go on a dangerous mission, taking a 
challenge to Balan, before the final 'showdown '. He goes alone, as he 
insists on going alone on his embassy in the Roland. As in the Roland 
Charlemagne asks his assembled council whom he can send, though this 
time he already has Ganelon in mind: 

5433 "Baron, ce disl Ii rois, qui porrai envoier 
A I'amirant d'Espaigne cest afaire noncier? 
II a en Guenelon moult vaillant chevalier, 
Au prendre de Mautrible m'ot mervilleus mestier; 
Se Ii envoierai sel voles otrier." 

["My lords ", said the King, "Whom can J send to deal with the 
Emir of Spain over this business? Ganelon is a most valiant 
knight. He was of great service to me at the taking of Mautrible. I 
will send him if you are in agreement. "] 

This is extremely close textually to the Roland where he asks 
"Seignurs barons, qui i enveieruns" (1.244) and "Seignurs barons, qui i 
purrons enveier" (1.252) but how else could he say this? The formulaic 
similarity is probably not in itself significant, though the change to the 
first person singular in Fierabras may signify a change in the 
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presentation of Charlemagne who is extremely autocratic in Fierabras. 
Richard says Ganelon would be a good choice (11.5438-41) and this 

time Ganelon agrees willingly . In both the Roland and Fierabras there 
follows after the nomination a short arming sequence, during which we 
are told, that Ganelon mounts his horse. The narrator praises Ganelon as 
he delivers his message faithfully: ' Guenes fu moult hardis, sages et 
enparlez' ('Ganelon was very bold, wise and eloquent'; 5467). In 
Fierabras Ganelon does not betray the trust reposed in him and escapes 
with a whole skin - just. 

There are here definite parallels with the Roland, the urging upon 
Charlemagne to accept someone who has volunteered for a dangerous 
job, Ganelon ' s role as messenger - but it is the way the text differs form 
the Roland that is interesting. The poet has not simply inverted the 
character of Ganelon . Rather he insists on his future role as traitor, 
particularly in the closing lines of the chanson. The character Ganelon 
displays in Fierabras is, moreover, based on the Ganelon of the Roland. 
This is the Ganelon who 'would be noble is only he were loyal ' (Oxford 
Roland 1.3764), the Ganelon whom the Franks trust enough to send on an 
embassy, because he has given them no reason to do otherwise, the 
Ganelon who, before Roncevaux, has served Charlemagne in Spain for 
seven years loyally (Oxford Roland I. 3770). However the use of the 
Roland here is not straightforward. The Ganelon of the Rhymed Roland is 
less complex and darker than the Ganelon of the Oxford Roland." As 
Leslie Brook has pointed out, in the first of two studies on Ganelon in the 
Rhymed versions of the Roland, ' by the late thirteenth century Ganelon 
would already be well-known as a stereotype for a traitor, so that 
although he becomes one only within the story in the minds of the readers 
he already is one. 16 In fact he would have been perceived in this way 
much earlier, certainly by the time the Rhymed Roland was elaborated, 
towards the end of the twelfth century In most texts Ganelon is defined as 
a traitor, even coupled with Judas, in, for example Ambroise ' s Estoire de 
la Guerre sainte and in MSS CV7 of the Rhymed Roland (C - 11.8060-
62)." Of course in the Oxford text we also know that Ganelon 'Ia tra'lson 
fist' from his first appearance in the council scene (1.178) . On the other 
hand Ganelon in the Rhymed Roland still retains some of the possibilities 
of Ganelon in the Oxford Roland. His role in the narrative requires that 
the French trust him, up to a point, although Brook ' s study suggests that 
in the Rhymed Roland, or at least in C and V7, which are the only MSS 
which contain the early part of the text, 'He (that is Ganelon) is known to 
be of uncertain loyalty, yet they are keen for him to gO ... ,.18 Ganelon still 
shows his potential in the scene at Saragossa - indeed some of the 
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changes enhance this - the changes made to the message given orally by 
Charlemagne reduce the possible charges of lying. I. Also, although the 
rhymed text lacks Ganelon's speech at his trial , and the description of his 
bearing there, there is an elaborated early description of him:'o 

C 388 Guenes fu mout coroceus et irez. 
De peus de martre est Ii cons afublez 
II se desflube, s'est en bliaut remez: 
Gent ot 10 cors, si fu mot bien molez, 
Groses les flans et par espales lez, 
Les braz ot gros et les poing bien quarez; 
Vairs ot les els, si fu ben colorez 
Por sa baute fu asez esgardez. 

[Ganelon was very angry and full of wrath. The count was attired' 
in marten skins. He removed theSe, remaining in his tunic. His 
body was jine, well-Jormed. he was thickset, with broad 
shoulders, muscular arms and powerful jists. His eyes were 
bright and of a good colour. He was stared at on account of his 
handsomeness.] 

and later we are told that 'Guenellons fu cortois et enparlez' (,Ganelon 
was courtly and eloquent' ; 654) - though 'enparlez', the very term used 
in Fierabras, like ' sage', need not be a positive attribute. Moreover, near 
the end of the text: 'D 'armes porter resanble ben baron ' ('In carrying 
arms he seemed noble ' ; 7697), while Ganelon himself still asserts that he 
has served Charlemagne loyally: "Car mot vos suel et servir et amer" 
("For [ have served and loved you well"; 7623). The blackening of 
Ganelon in the rhymed text is not then complete, partly because it 
sometimes follows the older text so closely. Nonetheless it remains 
surprising that it is the older part of Fierabras , which could not have 
known the Rhymed Roland, at least not in the form it has come down to 
us, which presents the more stereotyped depiction of Ganelon, while in 
the developed text we have a Ganelon who, while not perhaps very far 
from the Ganelon of the Rhymed Roland is closer to the character Brook 
describes as the ' almost tragic figure of 0 ,.21 Perhaps, if we are to follow 
Segr6's division of the evolution of the Roland tradition into three stages 
- a possibly somewhat simplistic notion but with some usefulness - we 
may assume the version known to the Fierabras poet would come in the 
middle stage the first rhymed version which transposes fairly closely 
much of the assonanced text into rhyming laisses 22 or that he drew on 
more than one element of the Roland tradition, in the depiction of 
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Ganelon's character, challenging audience expectations without being 
simply parodic. 

The use made of the depiction of Roland is equally subtle - not that 
the character of Roland in Fierabras is subtle - far from it. The poet 
gives us a hot-headed Roland, only too willing to quarrel with anyone, 
including Charlemagne. The very first scene in the Christian camp shows 
Roland drawing his sword on Charlemagne, prevented from striking him 
by Ogier, then going off to sulk Achilles like in his tent, leaving the 
wounded Oliver to pick up the challenge thrown by the Saracen 
Fierabras. Oliver is clearly the heroic knight here . Later, going with the 
other peers to bear Charlemagne's message to Balan, Roland endangers 
the mission. Naimon has used all his diplomatic skill to allow the 
embassy to cross the bridge of Mautrible; Roland then risks all by 
pushing a Saracen into the river Flagot. There is throughout the text 
considerable tension between the seasoned warriors and the young 
knights and this is partly brought out in the tension which exists between 
Naimon and Roland. After the incident at Mautrible Naimon and Roland 
quarrel over who should be first to deliver Charlemagne's message to 
Balan: 

2563 "Signeur, ce dist dus Namles, Ii bries me so it donnes; 
Je parlerai premiers et vous m'escouteres." 
"Mais je vaurai parler, ce dist Rollans Ii bers." 
Et respondi dus Namles: Que dis tu forsenes? 
Ocire nous feroies ains que jours fust passes." 

["My lords ", said Duke Naimon, "Let me have the letters. I will 
speak jirst and you will listen to me ". "But I wanted to speak ", 
said the noble Roland. And Duke Naimon replied, "What are you 
saying, you lunatic; you will have us all killed before the end of 
the day ".] 

We are reminded of Oliver's protestations in the Roland that Roland 
would not make a good messenger: 

256 "Nu[n] ferez certes", dist Ii quens Oliver, 
Vostre curages est mult pesmes e fiers," 

["You certainly will not," said Count Oliver, "Your 
temperament is most hostile andjierce ".] 

Who could doubt this who had heard the tale of Fierabras. In the 
depiction of both these characters there is a definite drawing upon the 
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Chanson de Roland, yet the characters are not depicted in the 
stereotypical way we might expect. Audience expectations are 
challenged. 

Expectations are challenged in a different way when the exploitation 
of the Roland is actual parody, when a whole scene is parodied, to comic 
effect. Early in the Roland we have the famous council scene, when 
Naimon, Roland, Oliver and Turpin in turn volunteer to take 
Charlemagne ' s message to Marsile; Charlemagne turns down their offers 
because he cannot risk sending them on so dangerous a mission. In 
Fierabras a similar scene is enacted. A messenger is needed to go to 
Balan with Charlemagne's request, or rather demand, that the five 
imprisoned peers be released and the relics of the passion returned. 
Charlemagne calls for Roland and orders him to go. Roland replies, not 
with the heroic bravado we might expect, but with what amounts to a 
refusal: 

2276 "Sire, ce dist Rollans, merci, pour amour De! 
Bien sai, seje i vois, jamais ne me venres." 

["My lord", said Roland, "Have pity, for the love of God. J know 
that if J go, you will never see me again ".j 

Is this really Roland speaking? Roland, the great hero who is always 
to be found in the place of greatest danger? Naimon then pleads on 
Roland 's behalf, his words echoing those used by Roland himself: 

2278 "Sire, ce dist dus Namles, merci, pour amour De! 
Rollans est vostre nies et de vo sereur nes: 
Se vous l'i envoies,jamais ne Ie venn!s." 

["My lord", said Duke Naimon, "Have pity, for the love of God. 
Roland is your nephew, born of your sister. If you send him, you 
will never see him again. "j 

Charlemagne 's reply is uncompromising: "Avoec ires .. . " ("You will 
go too ... "; 2281) - he says to Naimon. Naimon must go too. In a neat 
reversal of the Roland scene the remaining peers now stand up in turn to 
protest, and to each Charlemagne gives the same reply : "Avoec ires .. . / 
Or i seres vous .ii . / troi / .iiii. / .v." ("Now there will be two / three / four 
/ five of you ... ") until six of the seven peers still at the court are 
designated for the embassy. The scenario parodies that of the Roland with 
its heroic offers to go in the place of the person who has nominated 
himself for the dangerous mission. Here, instead of heroic offers to be 

• 
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vetoed by Charlemagne we have the uncompromising "Avoec ires", The 
humour lies not only in the way our expectations are frustrated and turned 
upside down, but also in the clever use of parallelism which underlines 
this, Each section, dedicated to a single peer, echoes the previous lines ,2J 
The seventh peer, Gui de Bourgogne, who shares the honours of the 
poem with Oliver, has rather different treatment. He does not join in the 
general chorus of protestation but is called forward by Charlemagne after 
the other six peers have been appointed and ordered to go with them, but 
even he then protests with the by now familiar formula: 

2320 "Sire, ce dist quens Guis, afoler me voles; 
Bien sai se je i vois jamais ne me venres." 

["My lord", said Count Gui, "You want to have me killed I know 
that if I go you will never see me again ".} 

Thus a clever use of formulae," the 'building bricks' of the genre, and of 
parallelism, a basic eleinent of epic discourse, uses the audiences horizon 
of expectation, built up by exposure to the tradition, in a parody of the 
greatest chanson of all. The horizons are not destroyed, but challenged, 
and it is only clearly-defined audience expectation which allows the 
parody to work, 

Of course that is not all that is going on in this scene, As Wolfgang 
van Emden has pointed out the scene reflects badly on the 'capricious and 
tyrannical Emperor,.'5 Moreover the risk to the lives of the imprisoned 
peers adds an element of intense drama," I should also point out here that 
Dominque Boutet sees no parody in this scene at all." My interpretation 
of this as humour, and in particular as parodic humour, is based partly on 
the presence of other, less subtle forms of humour in the text. 28 The most 
obvious way in which this is expressed is through sexual innuendo or 
repartee, Floripas, Fierabras' sister, is the vehicle for this." We first find 
such exchanges shortly after Floripas appears on the scene, Hearing the 
lamentations of the five peers imprisoned by her father Floripas comes to 
their rescue, killing the gaoler in order to gain access to them, Looking 
into their dungeon by the light of the candle she calls to them and a 
spirited exchange follows, Oliver responds to her call with proud words, 
demanding arms to kill the Saracens, Floripas does not hesitate to put him 
down, Berart then takes Oliver's place and addresses Floripas: 

2122 "Dame, ce dist Berars, cil qui bien set canter 
Note moult volentiers; por sen doe I oublier," 

["My lady", said Berart, "He who knows how to sing makes 
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music most readily to forget his pain ".} 

To which Floripas replies: 

2 I 24 "Par mon cief, dist la be Ie, moult saves bien gaber; 
Je ne sai cui VOllS estes, car ne VOliS puis viser; 
Maisje quit c'as pucieles sives moult bienjuer, 
En cambre sous cortine baisier et acoler." 

["By my head, " said the lovely lady, "You do know how to joke. I 
do not know who you are. J cannot see you properly. But J think 
that you know how to play with the girls and to kiss and cuddle 
under the covers in the bedchamber ".] 

Guillermez' reply to this is less brash. Apparently enjoying himself at 
his companion 's expense, he retorts that Flori pas understands the matter 
well. Berart has no equal "Juqu'en Jherusalem". 

Berart himself makes a similar comment. Echoing Floripas' words 
earlier in the text he shouts, during a sortie, to Roland and the other peers: 

328 I "Or penst ci l du bien faire qui vorra dosnoie[r] 
En chambre sous courtines acoler et baisier." 

["Let him do well who want to make love, to kiss and cuddle 
under the covers in the bedchamber ".] 

which apparently encourages them to kill even more pagans. There is a 
reference here, too, to the idea implicit in courtoisie that a knight ' s 
prowess is dependent on his lady, a crude echo of the more courtly ideal 
of being inspired by the contemplation of the reward of winning a lady's 
favour. This is foreign to the ideals of the chanson de geste. Oliver may 
threaten to refuse to let Roland marry his sister, but (his has more (0 do 
with the relationship between the two men than that between Roland and 
Aude; the thought of Aude is not necessary to inspire Roland (0 great 
deeds. 

The Fierabras poet also allows himself to enjoy Floripas ' baptism at 
the end of the poem. At this supposedly very solemn and serious occasion 
we are given a detailed description of her naked beauty. JO It is stressed 
that she undresses 'voiant tout Ie barne' (1.5999) and the reaction of the 
barons to her nakedness is described: 

6003 A mains de nos barons est Ii talens mues. 
L'empereres meismes en a .i. ris jete; 
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Pour tant s'il ot Ie poil et canu et melle, 
Si eust il mout tost son courage atorne. 

[Feelings were stirred for many of our barons. The emperor 
himself laughed; even though his hair was white and grizzled, yet 
was his desire easily stirred.] 

There is some incongruity here at two levels, that of situation, the 
reaction, not fitting the solemnity of the occasion, and that of language, 
with the expression 'en a .i. ris gete'. This formula in the Guillaume cycle 
is normally attached to Guillaume himself, particularly in the 
Couronnement Louis and the Charroi de Nimes, where it is an identifying 
feature]' Given the wealth of intertextual reference in Fierabras, there 
could well be here an evocation of the heroic Guillaume who responded 
with scorn or mockery to divers situations. There is incongruity in the use 
of a formula normally associated with a scorn born of superiority being 
applied to the response of an elderly emperor to the sight of a naked girl -
again we see the use of intertextual reference for humorous effect. The 
focus in Fierabras is on Charlemagne in particular, and above all, on his 
age, which makes his reaction appear more ludicrous. We have a similar 
account of Nairn on's reaction on first seeing Floripas: 

2750 "He Diex, ce dist dus Namles, biaus rois de malste, 
Qui vit si bele dame ains rna is en nul regne? 
Moult I'aroit bien Jhesu veu et espire, 
Qui ele en son courage averoit bien arne." 
["By God", said duke Naimon, "Fine King of majesty! 
Whoever saw such a beautiful lady anwhere! Jesus would 
have looked at her for she would have loved him well ". ] 

A response for which he is mocked by the younger Roland: 

2754 .... "onques mais n'oHel; 
Trop par aves ce poil et kanu et melle; 
Quel .L. dyble vous font d'amours parler?" 

["I never heard such a thing. You are too white haired and 
grizzled. What 50 devils make you speak of love? "] 

Critics have seen some elements of humour in Fierabras before. Philippe 
Menard, in his seminal study of humour in the roman courtois analyses 
the scene where Balan refuses to be baptised and in hi s anger turns red 
(1.5938) and spits in the font, before trying to lift bodily the officiating 
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bishop, put him into the font and finally striking him." Yet these 
reactions may be no more than the externalisation of internal feelings, the 
normal chanson de geste technique for showing how a character feels. 
There may be, as Menard claims, some grim humour in Balan breaking a 
stick in anger (1.5486), but Balan's attempted baptism seems more grim 
than humorous. For Menard the humour lies in the mocking of Balan and 
his extreme, and therefore perhaps, ludicrous behaviour. Paul Bancourt 
also analyses the same scene and perceives an element of humour here, 
describing the scene as ' tragi-comique ,33 Bancourt's interpretation of the 
scene as an inversion of the conventions of hagiography, is more 
convincing than that of Menard and depends on a creative use of 
intertextual reference. Bancourt does not use the word 'parody' in his 
analysis of the use of motifs from the Passions but that is essentially how 
he sees it, describing the scene as 'Une scene coloree ou se me lent Ie 
tragique et Ie bouffon oJ' . 

Walpole too thought there were elements of humour in Fierabras, but 
he was not impressed by this. He declared that one could 'almost mark 
the chronological progress in epic poetry by the degradation of the forms 
of humour and their passage at times into the more strident, interested and 
cheaper forms of comedy' and concluded that 'Fierabras is a good 
example of the decadence of which I have been speaking; it is a mixture 
of epic ingredients to which the author has given little of himself, if, 
indeed, he had anything to give '." 

One could perhaps justifY such censure if the only humour in 
Fierabras were to be found in the unsubtle sexual innuendo but this 
excursus into such forms of humour in Fierabras has been with the 
intention of supporting my interpretation of the use of the Roland 
material as being, sometimes, both parodic and, humorous. This more 
subtle use of humour suggests skill on the part of the poet and a high 
degree of consciousness of the tradition - while I have focused on the use 
of the Roland the extant version of Fierabras shows evidence of knowing 
a number of chansons de geste. The humour of the colirt scene depends 
on an awareness of the council scene in the Roland while in the 
challenging of audience expectations other uses of Roland material may 
have been more startling than funny. 

The other half of the diptych concerns what all this can tell us about 
the understanding of the Roland at the end of the twelfth century? The 
use of other texts to help in interpreting an older text which has been used 
in some way is now a well-tried practice.36 

If we read the use of the Roland material in Fierabras as subverting 
audience expectations, then the assumption is being made that audiences 
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expect Roland to be heroic and Ganelon to be treacherous. It suggests that 
many of the listeners would take a position on .Ganelon similar to that 
taken in modem terms by critics like Robert Cook - Ganelon can do no 
right - and that Roland would be seen as the archetypal hero. Our 
experience of medieval texts largely support this. I have already referred 
to the coupling of Ganelon with Judas and in most texts, including, again 
Ambroise's Esloire, Roland, and other chansons de gesle, Roland and the 
peers are held up as examples of heroes. David Hook in a recent study of 
'Roland in the Medieval Spanish Epic' refers to Roland's role as an 
'exemplar of heroic endeavour', in the Poema de Fernan Gonzalez, and 
later to the French epic heroes as 'models of warrior endeavour,.J7 
However, as van Emden shows in his study, not all chanson de gesle 
writers portray Roland in this was way and in their portrayal of Roland 
we can see an implicit condemnation of the protagonist of the Chanson 
de Roland." 

The latter part of Fierabras was added around the end of the twelfth 
century. Van Emden, who is concerned with the reception of the Oxford 
Roland concentrates largely, though not exclusively, on the first section, 
the older part of the poem, which must have drawn on a version similar to 
the Oxford Roland. Here Roland quarrels with Charlemagne then allows 
Oliver to take up the dangerous challenge. As van Emden puts it 'the 
author's view of Roland is clear and suggests a judgment as to the role of 
Charlemagne 's nephew in the earlier poem,.J9 This conclusion can only 
be reached because the Fierabras poet has not simply shocked, not 
simply gone against audience expectations - he has done so by using 
certain implications inherent in the Chanson de Roland itself. The 
portrayal of Roland is quite consistent throughout the extant text of 
Fierabras . In the depiction of Roland in the later section of Fierabras, his 
conflicts with Naimon over the Saracen pushed into the river and over the 
delivery of the message at Aigremore develop the character of the first 
section. The continuator has picked up where the lost chanson left off. 
Roland is no coward, however; he leads the peers out in their sorties and 
fights bravely. But he is not the hero of the text. The hero of the first 
section is Oliver and in making Oliver his hero the poet implies that it 
was possible at the very least to suggest that Oliver is as worthy a knight 
as Roland, if not more worthy; there may even lie behind this some 
suggestion of a contemporary debate between partisans of Roland and of 
Oliver. He may be suggesting what we would today call a resistant 
reading of the Chanson de Roland, not taking the obvious line, but it is 
worth pointing out that he is not the only medieval writer to do so. 
Bertrand de Bar-sur-Aube suggests a similar comparison between Oliver 
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and Roland in Girar! de Vienne'o We have no date for the lost version of 
Fierabras, but it must have predated Girar! de Vienne which drew upon it 
- the character developments of the extant Fierabras (which shows other 
evidence of knowing Girar! de Vienne) could also, of course draw upon 
the depiction of characters in Girar! as well as in Roland. If such a 
reading of the Roland was possible in the twelfth century, perhaps we 
should not be surprised that critics cannot agree over Ganelon or Roland 
today. As Karen Pratt expresses it in the Preface to a collection of essays 
on Roland and Charlemagne 'it was perhaps the enigmatic, ambiguous 
nature of the hero of the Chanson de Roland that gave rise to such a 
variety of treatments by medieval and earl(' modern authors and which 
still provokes strong critical debate today" Any suggestion that this is a 
tired, worn-out debate, may reflect more on our lack of stamina than on 
the text itself. 

It is not just the character of Roland which is presented in Fierabras 
however. I have spent as much time on my analysis of Ganelon as on the 
analysis of Roland. It seems to me that the two need to be taken together, 
in both texts. On an ontological level Ganelon certainly represents evil in 
the Chanson de Roland, and, like Judas, as the 'enemy within' is more 
dangerous than those who are direct opponents. Yet on another level, a 
more human level, the Ganelon of Fierabras, or at least of the later part 
of Fierabras, is not far from the man glimpsed behind the traitor of the 
Chanson de Roland. As I said earlier, the Fierabras poet, writing a poem 
supposedly set three years before Roncevaux, has, for the depiction of 
Ganelon drawn on indications within the Roland. For Ganelon's role in 
the Roland to be credible, one must assume a Ganelon whom the French 
thought they could trust. We must in the end believe Ganelon's claim, in 
his trial, that he had served Charlemagne faithfully, up to the time when 
he quarrels with Roland, otherwise the French would not have approved 
the choice of Ganelon as messenger in the first place. In Fierabras 
Ganelon hates the peers already, but supports Charlemagne. If the Roland 
poet presents a hero who is less than perfect, he also presents a traitor, 
who could have been noble; this is the situation exploited by the 
Fierabras poet in his presentation of these men. The poet responsible for 
Fierabras, as distinct from the lost Rome perdue, has inherited the hot
blooded Roland from his predecessor and creates a Ganelon to go with 
him, transforming the stereotyped Ganelon of the older section of the 
poem into a much more interesting and complex character. 

I would like to conclude by returning briefly to Fierabras. My reading 
of the text suggests both an awareness of topoi of the genre and the 
deliberate use of a specific text. To appreciate what the poet is doing in 
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terms the humour aroused and the drama evoked it must be read with the 
conscious intertext of the Chanson de Roland in mind. Fierabras draws 
upon many topoi of the genre - for example the belle sarrasine in love 
with a Christian knight and the by then fully formed clan of traitors, and 
uses a number of chansons de geste, but it also tells us something about 
the reception of the Roland in the way it privileges the Roland over other 
texts. It is the battle of Roncevaux which is used to fix Fierabras in the 
chronology of the tradition -suggesting that it is not just modem critics 
who see the Roland as the most important chanson de geste of all. It 
seems to have occupied a special place in the minds of medieval writers 
too. It may also be significant, however, and here the medieval reception 
of the text differs from ours, that it is the Rhymed Roland which our later 
poet drew upon. I am saying nothin¥ new in suggesting that the Middle 
ages differed from us on this point,' but it should not be ignored in any 
consideration of the reception of the· Roland and its use as an intertexl. 
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